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**#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW**

15 minutes until #MacroSW!

**Stephen Cummings @spcummings**

I'm going to be a bit late but I plan to join tonight's #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/cTSUnwG9TU

**Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm**

15 minutes!! See you there! #MacroSW https://t.co/g9mfgQkPAj

**SaintA @SaintAorg**

RT @socialworkcomm: 15 minutes!! See you there! #MacroSW https://t.co/g9mfgQkPAj

**SaintA @SaintAorg**

RT @AlyssaLotmore: TONIGHT! Research has shown a link btwn childhood adversity & poor health outcomes. Join @OfficialMacroSW to dis how…

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**

Please excuse the extra tweets over the next hour as we join the #MacroSW chat. This week's topic: #traumainformedcare ~ https://t.co/lhUFJyoKk7

**Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm**

Please excuse the flurry of tweets that are about to start! I'm helping host tonight's #MacroSW chat about Trauma Informed Care and am super excited!! https://t.co/8bihalMAhb

**#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW**

RT @socialworkcomm: Please excuse the flurry of tweets that are about to start! I'm helping host tonight's #MacroSW chat about Trauma Info

**SaintA @SaintAorg**

RT @socialworkcomm: Please excuse the flurry of tweets that are about to start! I'm helping host tonight's #MacroSW chat about Trauma Info

**Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW**

RT @AlyssaLotmore: TONIGHT! Research has shown a link btwn childhood adversity & poor health outcomes. Join @OfficialMacroSW to dis how…

**Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul**

Excited to join tonight's #macrosw chat on #traumainformedcare!

**Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm**

Welcome to tonight's #MacroSW chat about Trauma Informed Care in Your Community. #macrosw
SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: Welcome to tonight's #MacroSW chat about Trauma Informed Care in Your Community. #macrosw

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/bcNwfqEbBi #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! I am @VilissaThompson on the handle, & @socialworkcomm is your host for the evening!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Welcome to tonight's #MacroSW chat about Trauma Informed Care in Your Community. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/bcNwfqEbBi #macrosw

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/6eGzYIJM2g #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/6eGzYIJM2g #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Hello #MacroSW!! https://t.co/RPzrtNSpoy

Lizbeth Rivas @LizbethMSW
Hello Lizbeth Rivas here from UCLA MSW #SW203C #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Please excuse the flurry of tweets that are about to start! I'm helping host tonight's #MacroSW chat about Trauma Info

SaintA @SaintAorg
@socialworkcomm Excited to check out #MacroSW tonight!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Welcome to tonight's #MacroSW chat about Trauma Informed Care in Your Community. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/bcNwfqEbBi #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/6eGzYIJM2g #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
We're shouting out our #MacroSW partners - @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThompson @laurelhitchcock @karenzgoda #macrosw

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
Hello Melanie Baker here from USCs DSW program #MacroSW
Emilio Santacruz @EmilioDS19
Hello everyone! I am Emilio Santacruz MSW student at UCLA. #MacroSW #uclaMSW203C

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Welcome to tonight's #MacroSW chat about Trauma Informed Care in Your Community. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/6eGzYIJM2g #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@LizbethMSW Welcome!! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: @socialworkcomm Excited to check out #MacroSW tonight!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: We're shouting out our #MacroSW partners - @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThompson @laurelh...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @LizbethMSW: Hello Lizbeth Rivas here from UCLA MSW #SW203C #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! I am @VilissaThompson on the handle, & @socialworkcomm is your host for the ev

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Let's do introductions and then get started. Who's joining us tonight? #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@LizbethMSW Welcome to #MacroSW!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MCBaker67: Hello Melanie Baker here from USC's DSW program #MacroSW

Matthew C Seufer @windowsfromheav
RT @AlyssaLotmore: TONIGHT! Research has shown a link b/w childhood adversity & poor health outcomes. Join @OfficialMacroSW to dis how...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@SaintAorg @socialworkcomm Welcome! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@MCBaker67 Great to see you tonight! #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@MCBaker67 Welcome Melanie! #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Let's do introductions and then get started. Who's joining us tonight? #MacroSW

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Badiah Wilson from UB here.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@LizbethMSW Welcome to our chat! So glad you're here & looking forward to what you have to share tonight! #MacroSW

Erica Makowski @MakowskiErica
Hello, I'm Erica Makowski, LSW in Philly! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @EmilioDS19: Hello everyone! I am Emilio Santacruz MSW student at UCLA. #MacroSW #uclaMSW203C

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Let's do introductions and then get started. Who's joining us tonight? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hello, this is Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - so glad we're discussing this important approach to practice. We believe in #Traumainformed #SocialWork #UBuffalo! https://t.co/ezp5r4o9dx #MacroSW https://t.co/c7UDy64GCM

SaintA @SaintAorg
@socialworkcomm We're tweeting from Milwaukee, WI and represent clients throught the state of Wisconsin! #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Who watched the 60 minute clip? #MacroSW https://t.co/YSsyh1eT1R

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Nancy Kusmaul, assistant professor @UMBC @mdsocialwork #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@WilsonBadiah UBSSW Hello, Badiah (who just received a prestige student award from @UBSSW due to his human rights work)! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@CelebrateShi @socialworkcomm Welcome! Very glad to have you join us tonight! #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Question 1 is coming up in one minute. #MacroSW

KPD @kelliedeluca
Hello! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Who watched the 60 minute clip? #MacroSW https://t.co/YSsyh1eT1R

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @LizbethMSW Welcome to our chat! So glad you're here & looking forward to what you have to share tonight! #Macro
RT @socialworkcomm: Question 1 is coming up in one minute. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: @socialworkcomm We're tweeting from Milwaukee, WI and represent clients throughout the state of Wisconsin! #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@TGSaintARC Welcome Tim!! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SaintAorg: @socialworkcomm We're tweeting from Milwaukee, WI and represent clients through the state of Wisconsin! #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
Hey all! I'm Christina, school social worker and ub ssw alum with a ❤️ for #MacroSW excited for this chat

KPD @kelliedeluca
Hi I am new to this but here to chat #macrosw I am a student at UB online.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@SaintAorg @socialworkcomm Congratulations to on the great coverage of your by on 60 minutes! And your twice monthly #FosterChat . #macroSW https://t.co/QVr1LGZYoz

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Sorry I'm late! Steve here. #macrosw

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: Who watched the 60 minute clip? #MacroSW https://t.co/YSsyh1eT1R

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
@socialworkcomm 🦋 hello from Deep East TX- Ann Wilder,.. SWK faculty @ SFA #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@MarshAlesia Hi, Christina ` #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@TGSaintARC @socialworkcomm Glad to have you as a guest, Tim! Be sure to place #MacroSW in your tweets so that everyone can find yo respond!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@kelliedeluca Glad to have you join us, Kellie- #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@kelliedeluca Welcome to #macrosw!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/u0HUwyOj7C

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@TGSaintARC is joining us tonight for his very first twitter chat! He is @SaintAorg's Chief Clinical Officer and is someone I have learned so much from in regards to Trauma Informed Care! #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: @socialworkcomm 😊 hello from Deep East TX- Ann Wilder,.. SWK faculty @ SFA #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Q1: How do you define trauma informed care? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @LizbethMSW: Hello Lizbeth Rivas here from UCLA MSW #SW203C #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
We're on! Pull up a chair and join the conversation... #MacroSW https://t.co/VeHQhKYpoA

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@spcummings Hi, Steve (and my other #MacroSW chat partners @VilissaThompson and @karenzgoda )

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @socialworkcomm: @TGSaintARC is joining us tonight for his very first twitter chat! He is @SaintAorg's Chief Clinical Officer and is som..

SaintA @SaintAorg
@UBSSW @socialworkcomm Thank you! @Oprah certainly has brought a lot of great attention to the impact of childhood trauma! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: @TGSaintARC is joining us tonight for his very first twitter chat! He is @SaintAorg's Chief Clinical Officer and is som..

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/u0HUwyOj7C

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: @TGSaintARC is joining us tonight for his very first twitter chat! He is @SaintAorg's Chief Clinical Officer and is som..

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Q1: How do you define trauma informed care? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: @TGSaintARC is joining us tonight for his very first twitter chat! He is @SaintAorg's Chief Clinical Officer and is som..

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Hello West Coast - I'll be in LA in less than a month! #MacroSW https://t.co/Gs96GzgeIm

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Q1: How do you define trauma informed care? #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: Q1: How do you define trauma informed care? #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg
A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What's wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how can I support you? #MacroSW It's recognizing the impact of trauma on brain development and the need for interventions to address it. https://t.co/iKyEpFLOTn
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Karen in muggy Boston! #MacroSW https://t.co/bHdtPdxiE2

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@socialworkcomm  A1: TIC= care that acknowledges the fact that all who encounter the system may have experienced past trauma and seek to avoid practices that may re-traumatize. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: @socialworkcomm We're tweeting from Milwaukee, WI and represent clients throughout the state of Wisconsin! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What’s wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how I...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Who watched the 60 minute clip? #MacroSW https://t.co/YSsyh1eT1R

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @socialworkcomm A1: TIC= care that acknowledges the fact that all who encounter the system may have experienced trauma

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What’s wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how I...

ITTIC @UBittic
A1: SAMHSA defines TIC as org. change that promotes resilience following the 5 prin./values. It ask that “trauma plays in the lives of clients and seeks to shift the clinical perspective from “what’s wrong with you” to “what happened to you” https://t.co/5avnal1mKq #macrosw

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
A1 I looked it up in Merriam-webster and it didn’t exist yet! Found this definition at https://t.co/ZNsLkzRffqs: TIC is an organizational structure and treatment framework that involves understanding, recognizing, and responding to the effects of all types of trauma. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@MarshAlesia Welcome back Christina! #MacroSW

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
A1: trauma informed care is understanding, recognizing and responding to the effects of all types of trauma #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What’s wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how I...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kelliedeluca: Hi I am new to this but here to chat #macrosw I am a student at UB online.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Sorry I’m late! Steve here. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A1 I like the @samhsagov version: https://t.co/nKzedaZkuy <Principles: Safety/Trustworthiness and Transparency/ Peer support/ Collaboration/ mutuality/ Empowerment, voice and choice/ Cultural, Historical, and Gender Issues #traumainformed #macroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
@UBSSW @spcummings @karenzgoda Hey everyone! #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! I am @VilissaThompson on the handle, & @socialworkcomm is your host for the evn

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 I looked it up in Merriam-webster and it didn’t exist yet! Found this definition at https://t.co/ZNsIkJ8fqs: TIC is…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A1: SAMHSA defines TIC as org. change that promotes resilience following the 5 prin./values. It ack. that “trauma plays in the…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Special #MacroSW welcome! https://t.co/FnoWugvorN

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A1: SAMHSA defines TIC as org. change that promotes resilience following the 5 prin./values. It ack. that “trauma plays in the…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 I looked it up in Merriam-webster and it didn’t exist yet! Found this definition at https://t.co/ZNsIkJ8fqs: TIC is…

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Q1 TIC is about attempting to understand what a child has experienced in order to better help them. This includes validation and providing a safe place that does not re-traumatize.

Ghufran... @ghufran_alaudah
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 I looked it up in Merriam-webster and it didn’t exist yet! Found this definition at https://t.co/ZNsIkJ8fqs: TIC is…

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 I looked it up in Merriam-webster and it didn’t exist yet! Found this definition at https://t.co/ZNsIkJ8fqs: TIC is…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: We’re shouting out our #MacroSW partners - @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThompson @laurelh…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings Hi, Steve (and my other #MacroSW chat partners @VilissaThompson and @karenzgoda )

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 I looked it up in Merriam-webster and it didn’t exist yet! Found this definition at https://t.co/ZNsIkJ8fqs: TIC is…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@VilissaThompson @UBSSW @spcummings @karenzgoda Hey Vilissa! #macrosw
@UBittic Hi, Institute on Trauma and Trauma-Informed Care! #MacroSW https://t.co/rCm1Pm6D0r

Irene @irenekka
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What’s wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how l...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MCBaker67: A1: trauma informed care is understanding, recognizing and responding to the effects of all types of trauma #MacroSW

Emily @EmmyLouFabric
RT @UBittic: A1: SAMHSA defines TIC as org. change that promotes resilience following the 5 prin./values. It ack. that “trauma plays in the...

KPD @kelliedeluca
Trauma-informed care is asking “what happened to you?” #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW Q1 TIC is about attempting to understand what a child has experienced in order to better help them. This incl...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kelliedeluca: Trauma-informed care is asking “what happened to you?” #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: Hey all! I’m Christina, school social worker and ub ssw alum with a ♥ for #MacroSW excited for this chat

Emily @EmmyLouFabric
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @socialworkcomm A1: TIC= care that acknowledges the fact that all who encounter the system may have experienced tr...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: @socialworkcomm 😊 hello from Deep East TX- Ann Wilder,, SWK faculty @ SFA #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Emily @EmmyLouFabric
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What’s wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how l...

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
Hi everyone! I’m Shimon. I teach in the School of Social Work at Florida International University and coordinate our BSSW field program. I also and produce @DoinTheWorkPod - when I worked in various communities, I worked with many people who had experienced trauma #macrosw

Celebrate Shi @CelebrateShi
@socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Trauma Informed Care recognizes the effects past trauma may have on current situations and decision making. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@annwilder @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Great to see you tonight Ann! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Re-traumatization can include practices that mimic the controlling elements of a previous (or current) abusive relationship. #macrosw
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Q1: How do you define trauma informed care? #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: @UBSSW @socialworkcomm Thank you! @Oprah certainly has brought a lot of great attention to the impact of childhood tra... #...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kelliedeluca: Trauma-informed care is asking "what happened to you?" #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What's wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how... I...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Trauma Informed Care recognizes the effects past trauma may have on current situations a...

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Get ready for Question 2 about ACES in one minute. #MacroSW

Kelly Rosati @KellyMRosati
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What's wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how... I...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A1: SAMHSA defines TIC as org. change that promotes resilience following the 5 prin./values. It ack. that “trauma plays in the...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 I looked it up in Merriam-webster and it didn’t exist yet! Found this definition at https://t.co/ZNsIkzffqs: TIC is...

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Trauma Informed Care recognizes the effects past trauma may have on current situations a...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MCBaker67: A1: trauma informed care is understanding, recognizing and responding to the effects of all types of trauma #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@ShimonDCohen @DoinTheWorkPod Hi Shimon! Another great episode of @DoinTheWorkPod this week! #macrosw

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
My experience is that many social work students (and professionals) have also experienced trauma #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW Q1 TIC is about attempting to understand what a child has experienced in order to better help them. This incl...
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@SaintAorg I love how this describes addressing the condition the person is in, not the pathology to be fixed #Macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Trauma Informed Care recognizes the effects past trauma may have on current situations a…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
I love how this describes addressing the condition the person is in, not the pathology to be fixed #Macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: Hi everyone! I'm Shimon. I teach in the School of Social Work at Florida International University and coordinate our BS

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@ShimonDCohen @DoinTheWorkPod Welcome back Shimon! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: Hi everyone! I'm Shimon. I teach in the School of Social Work at Florida International University and coordinate our BS

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What's wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how I…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Trauma Informed Care recognizes the effects past trauma may have on current situations a…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Trauma Informed Care recognizes the effects past trauma may have on current situations a…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Re-traumatization can include practices that mimic the controlling elements of a previous (or current) abusive relations.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Get ready for Question 2 about ACES in one minute. #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Q2: What is the impact of ACEs (Adverse Childhood Experiences)? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: My experience is that many social work students (and professionals) have also experienced trauma #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Re-traumatization can include practices that mimic the controlling elements of a previous (or current) abusive relations.

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: @SaintAorg I love how this describes addressing the condition the person is in, not the pathology to be fixed #Macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: My experience is that many social work students (and professionals) have also experienced trauma #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorgt
RT @spcummings: @SaintAorgt I love how this describes addressing the condition the person is in, not the pathology to be fixed #MacroSW

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
@ShimonDCohen You’re right! I think that is what draws us to this field and gives most of us such empathic responses to other people’s trauma #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@socialworkcomm A1: when treating your client you do so by practicing the #TIC principles #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Q2: What is the impact of ACEs (Adverse Childhood Experiences)? #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
A2 If you haven’t watched Dr. Nadine Burke Harris’ TED talk on child trauma, it’s well worth the 16 minutes! https://t.co/9LGXGa6a9b #MacroSW

Sheila Vakharia PhD @MyHarmReduction
RT @SaintAorgt: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What’s wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how I… #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/aRfq5Andok

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
So many great and helpful answers tonight already! #MacroSW https://t.co/bkAh1OEx3d

Lizbeth Rivas @LizbethMSW
Trauma informed care for me is allowing individuals to share what they feel okay sharing with no pressure of feeling triggered or re traumatized #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: My experience is that many social work students (and professionals) have also experienced trauma #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@socialworkcomm A2: ACEs are one possible type of previous trauma, which can have dramatic, lifelong, maladaptive effects. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: @SaintAorgt I love how this describes addressing the condition the person is in, not the pathology to be fixed #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
A2: ACEs have an enormous impact on individual health outcomes, healthcare, the healthcare workforce & organizations. Understanding the interconnection can begin TIC org. change. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Q2: What is the impact of ACEs (Adverse Childhood Experiences)? #MacroSW

TFS @gambolloch
RT @SaintAorgt: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What’s wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: A1: when treating your client you do so by practicing the #TIC principles #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: A2 If you haven’t watched Dr. Nadine Burke Harris’ TED talk on child trauma, it’s well worth the 16 minutes! https://t…

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
A1: I think all care should be trauma informed and it starts with knowing that we really don’t know what anyone else has gone through & being open/curious to learning #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Loving the discussion tonight, but do remember to place the #MacroSW tag in your tweets so that we can "see" you & respond! :)

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Yes! And so we instituted #TraumaInformed Teaching: https://t.co/CQ1JtA3gvf https://t.co/ch05QPQxjK #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A2: ACEs have an enormous impact on individual health outcomes, healthcare, the healthcare workforce & organizations. Unnderst…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @SaintAorg I love how this describes addressing the condition the person is in, not the pathology to be fixed #Macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @LizbethMSW: Trauma informed care for me is allowing individuals to share what they feel okay sharing with no pressure of feeling trigge

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @socialworkcomm: A2 If you haven’t watched Dr. Nadine Burke Harris’ TED talk on child trauma, it’s well worth the 16 minutes! https://t…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @LizbethMSW: Trauma informed care for me is allowing individuals to share what they feel okay sharing with no pressure of feeling trigge

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A2: ACEs have an enormous impact on individual health outcomes, healthcare, the healthcare workforce & organizations. Underst…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MCBaker67: @ShimonDCohen You’re right! I think that is what draws us to this field and gives most of us such empathic responses to c

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A2 If you haven’t watched Dr. Nadine Burke Harris’ TED talk on child trauma, it’s well worth the 16 minutes! https://t…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: A1: I think all care should be trauma informed and it starts with knowing that we really don’t know what anyone else ha:

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: A1: when treating your client you do so by practicing the #TIC principles #macrosw
SaintA @SaintAorg
@spcumings Agreed! A shift in perspective can help how we view (and help) children impacted by trauma! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A2 If you haven’t watched Dr. Nadine Burke Harris’ TED talk on child trauma, it’s well worth the 16 minutes! https://t…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: A1: I think all care should be trauma informed and it starts with knowing that we really don’t know what anyone else ha:

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW A2 A high ACE score means a child is at higher risk for mental and physical illnesses as an adult as a result of the trauma they experienced.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Q2: What is the impact of ACEs (Adverse Childhood Experiences)? #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: Q2: What is the impact of ACEs (Adverse Childhood Experiences)? #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@ShimonDCohen Absolutely...our training team has collected some information through staff attending trainings regarding ACEs and the % of who have more than a few ACEs is much higher than the general population #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A2 A couple of examples: Affects #Healthoutcomes. Understanding ACEs may help #heal #historicaltrauma. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/G6ehjrOKoP

SaintA @SaintAorg
A2: A seminal study of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), conducted in San Diego, shows the effects of ACEs are widespread and can last throughout (and even shorten) a life. #MacroSW https://t.co/K2XNvkxhsD

SaintA @SaintAorg
A2.b: An ACEs study conducted in Wisconsin had very similar outcomes. #MacroSW https://t.co/dP3NZm2s63

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: A2 If you haven’t watched Dr. Nadine Burke Harris’ TED talk on child trauma, it’s well worth the 16 minutes! https://t…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/aRfq5Andok

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A2: ACEs have an enormous impact on individual health outcomes, healthcare, the healthcare workforce & organizations. Under:

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: @spcumings Agreed! A shift in perspective can help how we view (and help) children impacted by trauma! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A2 A high ACE score means a child is at higher risk for mental and physical illnesses as an adult as a result of ACEs. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: @ShimonDHeart Absolutely...our training team has collected some information through staff attending trainings regarding ACEs. #MacroSW

KPD @kelliedeluca
We know that the higher an ACEs score the impact can be detrimental - the increase of dropping out of school, drug addiction, the ability to keep and sustain healthy relationships and more are all impacted - a persons life can be totally changed #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @LizbethMSW: Trauma informed care for me is allowing individuals to share what they feel okay sharing with no pressure of feeling triggered. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A2 A high ACE score means a child is at higher risk for mental and physical illnesses as an adult as a result of ACEs. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: A2: A seminal study of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), conducted in San Diego, shows the effects of ACEs are widespread...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: @spcummings Agreed! A shift in perspective can help how we view (and help) children impacted by trauma! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: A2.b: An ACEs study conducted in Wisconsin had very similar outcomes. #MacroSW https://t.co/dP3NZm2s63

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@SaintAorg @spcummings Not just children, but all vulnerable populations served by health and human service organizations. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/G6ehjrOKoP

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @socialworkcomm: A2 If you haven't watched Dr. Nadine Burke Harris' TED talk on child trauma, it's well worth the 16 minutes! https://t.co/... #MacroSW

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
A2: ACEs can cause future issues with substances and with other mental health disorders. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: @ShimonDHeart Absolutely...our training team has collected some information through staff attending trainings regarding ACEs. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: A2: A seminal study of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), conducted in San Diego, shows the effects of ACEs are widespread...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SaintAorg: A2.b: An ACEs study conducted in Wisconsin had very similar outcomes. #MacroSW https://t.co/dP3NZm2s63

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: A2.b: An ACEs study conducted in Wisconsin had very similar outcomes. #MacroSW https://t.co/dP3NZm2s63
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kelliedeluca: We know that the higher an ACEs score that the impact can be detrimental - the increase of dropping out of school, drug a.

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
A1 You can check out your own ACE score here https://t.co/hnnxWn5vO4 #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kelliedeluca: We know that the higher an ACEs score that the impact can be detrimental - the increase of dropping out of school, drug a.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 You can check out your own ACE score here https://t.co/hnnxWn5vO4 #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MCBaker67: A2: ACEs can cause future issues with substances and with other mental health disorders. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 You can check out your own ACE score here https://t.co/hnnxWn5vO4 #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SaintAorg: A2: A seminal study of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), conducted in San Diego, shows the effects of ACEs are widespread...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SaintAorg: A2.b: An ACEs study conducted in Wisconsin had very similar outcomes. #MacroSW https://t.co/dP3NZm2s63

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
@UBSSW You all are so bad ass! #cuttingedge #macroSW https://t.co/OtCbQ1Xro7

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 You can check out your own ACE score here https://t.co/hnnxWn5vO4 #macrosw

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A2: I 💖 Dr. Nadine & her passion for ACES, the importance of utilizing this assessment protocol when asking “what happened to this person?” opposed to “what’s wrong with this person?” #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Next question is coming up in the next minute. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 You can check out your own ACE score here https://t.co/hnnxWn5vO4 #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: @UBSSW You all are so bad ass! #cuttingedge #macroSW https://t.co/OtCbQ1Xro7

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Yes! And so we instituted #TraumaInformed Teaching: https://t.co/CQ1JtA3gvf https://t.co/cH05QPQxjK #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: @UBSSW You all are so bad ass! #cuttingedge #macroSW https://t.co/OtCbQ1Xro7
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Next question is coming up in the next minute. #MacroSW

Celebrate Shi @CelebrateShi
@socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW A2: ACE can be used to help us understand the client’s thought process in certain circumstances. It als be use as a starting point when working with clients. #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Q3: How do you utilize trauma informed care in social work practice? #MacroSW

KPD @kelliedeluca
A2: Resiliency is so essential to develop, promote and support when combating ACES #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@socialworkcomm The impact of ACEs can be lifelong negative effects both physically and emotionally #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kelliedeluca: A2: Resiliency is so essential to develop, promote and support when combating ACES #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: A2: I ♥ Dr. Nadine & her passion for ACES, the importance of utilizing this assessment protocol when asking “what happened...

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 You can check out your own ACE score here https://t.co/hnnxWn5vO4 #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Q3: How do you utilize trauma informed care in social work practice? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW A2: ACE can be used to help us understand the client’s thought process in certain circum...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kelliedeluca: A2: Resiliency is so essential to develop, promote and support when combating ACES #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@ShimonDCohen @UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/mcfU2F2SkO

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: A2: I ♥ Dr. Nadine & her passion for ACES, the importance of utilizing this assessment protocol when asking “what happened...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW A2: ACE can be used to help us understand the client’s thought process in certain circum...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kelliedeluca: A2: Resiliency is so essential to develop, promote and support when combating ACES #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @MarshAlesia: @socialworkcomm The impact of ACEs can be lifelong negative effects both physically and emotionally #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @socialworkcomm: Q3: How do you utilize trauma informed care in social work practice? #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg

@nancy_kusmaul @spcummings Great clarification Nancy! Anyone impacted by trauma could use support by professionals and community members that are #TraumaInformed! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @karenzgoda: @ShimonDCohen @UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/mcfU2F2SkO

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

@socialworkcomm A3: I research organizational culture to understand the experiences of the direct care workers, who are at high risk for past trauma due to a variety of social circumstances, and care recipients. #macrosw

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm

A1 So many ways! But the one I personally use the most is perspective shift--on both a direct practice level, as well as for understanding large social issues. Asking the questions What happened to you? versus What's wrong with you?#macrosw

SaintA @SaintAorg

RT @socialworkcomm: Q3: How do you utilize trauma informed care in social work practice? #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg

A3: We believe our Seven Essential Ingredients (7ei) are helpful in understanding what trauma informed care is & how to implement it. #MacroSW 7ei includes Prevelance, Impact, Perspective Shift, Regulation, Relationship, Reason To Be, & Caregiver Capacity https://t.co/DkV3T9W29o

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @socialworkcomm: Q3: How do you utilize trauma informed care in social work practice? #MacroSW

C.O.P.I.N.G. @theyarecoping

RT @socialworkcomm: A2 If you haven’t watched Dr. Nadine Burke Harris’ TED talk on child trauma, it's well worth the 16 minutes! https://t.co/…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @socialworkcomm: A1 So many ways! But the one I personally use the most is perspective shift--on both a direct practice level, as well a.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @nancy_kusmaul: @socialworkcomm A3: I research organizational culture to understand the experiences of the direct care workers, who

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

RT @socialworkcomm: A1 So many ways! But the one I personally use the most is perspective shift--on both a direct practice level, as well a.

C.O.P.I.N.G. @theyarecoping

RT @SaintAorg: A2: A seminal study of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), conducted in San Diego, shows the effects of ACEs are widespread…

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder

@socialworkcomm A2: presenting Dr. Nadine’s TED Talk and follow up discussion is always a real eye opener for students - the difference in l we ask the question becomes a paradigm shift for many, at least that has been my experience in this region #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW A3 By being open-minded and taking the time to really understand someone else's perspective.

C.O.P.I.N.G. @theyarecoping
RT @SaintAorg: A2.b: An ACEs study conducted in Wisconsin had very similar outcomes. #MacroSW https://t.co/dP3NZm2s63

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @SaintAorg @spcummings Not just children, but all vulnerable populations served by health and human service organization...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: @nancy_kusmaul @spcummings Great clarification Nancy! Anyone impacted by trauma could use support by professionals commu…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SaintAorg: A3: We believe our Seven Essential Ingredients (7ei) are helpful in understanding what trauma informed care is & how to imç

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 So many ways! But the one I personally use the most is perspective shift--on both a direct practice level, as well a.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings Great clarification Nancy! Anyone impacted by trauma could use support by professionals commu…

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Here are some good online resources related to TIC to check out: https://t.co/6buRm6ilEf Are there others that you use? #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings Great clarification Nancy! Anyone impacted by trauma could use support by professionals commu…

C.O.P.I.N.G. @theyarecoping
RT @socialworkcomm: Q2: What is the impact of ACEs (Adverse Childhood Experiences)? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: A3: We believe our Seven Essential Ingredients (7ei) are helpful in understanding what trauma informed care is & how to imç

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: A3: We believe our Seven Essential Ingredients (7ei) are helpful in understanding what trauma informed care is & how to imç

C.O.P.I.N.G. @theyarecoping
RT @socialworkcomm: Q2: What is the impact of ACEs (Adverse Childhood Experiences)? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: A3: We believe our Seven Essential Ingredients (7ei) are helpful in understanding what trauma informed care is & how to imç

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Yes! And so we instituted #TraumaInformed Teaching: https://t.co/CQ1JtA3gxf https://t.co/cH05QPQjK #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
A3: other than TIC measurement tools and accurate diagnosis, I think a nonjudgmental approach is essential. The therapeutic alliance is critic Particularly when working cross-culturally. Historical trauma is real. #MacroSW https://t.co/fFXVHDlnI3

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
A3: TIC is considered to be a preventative care. It is thru using this type of care with screenings and the proper treatment that future issues ca avoided for the client. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SaintAorg: A3: We believe our Seven Essential Ingredients (7ei) are helpful in understanding what trauma informed care is & how to imç
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: @socialworkcomm A2: presenting Dr. Nadine’s TED Talk and follow up discussion is always a real eye opener for students -

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: A1 So many ways! But the one I personally use the most is perspective shift--on both a direct practice level, as well a.

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Meant A3 (still figuring out how to multi-task twitter style!) #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: A3: other than TIC measurement tools and accurate diagnosis, I think a nonjudgmental approach is essential. The therapist...

ITTIC @UBittic
A3: ITTIC provides Trauma talks podcasts, training, consultation, research, Champion team creation/training, https://t.co/1KroXSHmWA #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @socialworkcomm: Here are some good online resources related to TIC to check out: https://t.co/6buRm6itEf Are there others that you us

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
RT @socialworkcomm: Here are some good online resources related to TIC to check out: https://t.co/6buRm6itEf Are there others that you us

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A3 We incorporate it into every course and then students carry it into their field placements. Plus the entire Dept. of Social Services of Erie county/Buffalo (1500+) is being trained on trauma-informed care, from the person at the front counter to the commissioner! #MacroSW

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
RT @socialworkcomm: Here are some good online resources related to TIC to check out: https://t.co/6buRm6itEf Are there others that you us

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
RT @UBittic: A3: ITTIC provides Trauma talks podcasts, training, consultation, research, Champion team creation/training, https://t.co/1Kro...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A3 By being open-minded and taking the time to really understand someone else's perspective.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Here are some good online resources related to TIC to check out: https://t.co/6buRm6itEf Are there others that you us

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@ShimonDCohen Absolutely on the historical trauma comment. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: A3: other than TIC measurement tools and accurate diagnosis, I think a nonjudgmental approach is essential. The therapist...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MCBaker67: A3: TIC is considered to be a preventative care. It is thru using this type of care with screenings and the proper treatmen

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A3: ITTIC provides Trauma talks podcasts, training, consultation, research, Champion team creation/training, https://t.co/1Kro...
Tim Grove @TGSaintARC
@socialworkcomm A3:TIC may be the vehicle by which we change our societal themes of dysregulation, disconnected & despair to calm, con & committed #macrosw

SocialWorkr @SocialWorkCom
RT @socialworkcomm: A2 If you haven’t watched Dr. Nadine Burke Harris’ TED talk on child trauma, it’s well worth the 16 minutes! https://t…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A3: ITTIC provides Trauma talks podcasts, training, consultation, research, Champion team creation/training, https://t.co/1Kro…

SaintA @SaintAorg
@socialworkcomm That's okay, we knew what you meant! 😊 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: @ShimonDCohen Absolutely on the historical trauma comment. #MacroSW

KPD @kelliedeluca
I utilize trauma-informed care by promoting empathy. Colleagues may not understand what trauma can do to a person or child - I work in an elementary school, and at times colleagues need tools to come to terms with the trauma their students may have experienced #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: A1: I think all care should be trauma informed and it starts with knowing that we really don’t know what anyone else ha:

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm A3:TIC may be the vehicle by which we change our societal themes of dysregulation, disconnected & despair t…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: @socialworkcomm A2: presenting Dr. Nadine’s TED Talk and follow up discussion is always a real eye opener for students -

Karen ♥ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Here are some good online resources related to TIC to check out: https://t.co/6buRm6itEf Are there others that you us

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @UBittic: A2: ACEs have an enormous impact on individual health outcomes, healthcare, the healthcare workforce & organizations. Underi

Karen ♥ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: A3: other than TIC measurement tools and accurate diagnosis, I think a nonjudgmental approach is essential. The therapeut…

Karen ♥ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MCBaker67: A3: TIC is considered to be a preventative care. It is thru using this type of care with screenings and the proper treatmen…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A3: ITTIC provides Trauma talks podcasts, training, consultation, research, Champion team creation/training, https://t.co/1Kro…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kelliedeluca: I utilize trauma-informed care by promoting empathy. Colleagues may not understand what trauma can do to a person or c

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Meant A3 (still figuring out how to multi-task twitter style!) #macrow

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm A3: TIC may be the vehicle by which we change our societal themes of dysregulation, disconnected & despair I...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Here are some good online resources related to TIC to check out: https://t.co/6buRm6itEf Are there others that you us

Echo Yes-that's-my-real-name Rivera, PhD @echoechoR
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What's wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how I...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@SWpodcast also offers a variety of podcasts on trauma and #traumainformedcare topics. https://t.co/NzMAJ3mev #macrow

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@kelliedeluca Good point. And SocialWorkers can be triggered, too. #MacroSW

Natasha Giles @NatashaMHGiles
RT @UBittic: A3: ITIC provides Trauma talks podcasts, training, consultation, research, Champion team creation/training, https://t.co/1Kro...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kelliedeluca: I utilize trauma-informed care by promoting empathy. Colleagues may not understand what trauma can do to a person or c

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @SWpodcast also offers a variety of podcasts on trauma and #traumainformedcare topics. https://t.co/NzMAJ3mev #macrow

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
You're doing great, Rachel! :) #MacroSW https://t.co/IILyrrqdN

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: A3 We incorporate it into every course and then students carry it into their field placements. Plus the entire Dept . of Socia...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@socialworkcomm This is pretty much all of us right now. #MacroSW https://t.co/Sev4sCNzQ2

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Yes! And so we instituted #TraumaInformedTeaching: https://t.co/CQ1JtA3gvf https://t.co/cH05QPQxjK #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @LizbethMSW: Trauma informed care for me is allowing individuals to share what they feel okay sharing with no pressure of feeling trigge

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A3: For me, the mind blowing shift is how you ask what happened versus what's wrong- it becomes a real springboard for building resilience a
preserving personal dignity of the person you are working with. They are expert, SWk is facilitator. @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A3: ITTIC provides Trauma talks podcasts, training, consultation, research, Champion team creation/training, https://t.co/1KrO…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: @ShimonDCohen Absolutely on the historical trauma comment. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm A3:TIC may be the vehicle by which we change our societal themes of dysregulation, disconnected & despair t…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kelliedeluca: I utilize trauma-informed care by promoting empathy. Colleagues may not understand what trauma can do to a person or cl

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/S943N4eNC9

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm A3:TIC may be the vehicle by which we change our societal themes of dysregulation, disconnected & despair t…

Sheila Vakharia PhD @MyHarmReduction
A3 #MacroSW https://t.co/5r4vhSJ1tJ

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: A3: For me, the mind blowing shift is how you ask what happened versus what’s wrong- it becomes a real springboard for bui

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@socialworkcomm Specially, when working with children, environment is extremely important. I make my practice space reflect #safety b/c #trustworthiness is necessary for engagement to move the work forward #macroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@kelliedeluca You are so right on this...the more people who understand trauma and how to respond the better. Schools are key for children v have experienced trauma. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
♥♥♥ #MacroSW https://t.co/MckJZNBQjj

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MyHarmReduction: A3 #MacroSW https://t.co/5r4vhSJ1tJ

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MyHarmReduction: A3 #MacroSW https://t.co/5r4vhSJ1tJ

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/X7pEnUNLxk

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @annwilder: A3: For me, the mind blowing shift is how you ask what happened versus what's wrong- it becomes a real springboard for bui

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@MyHarmReduction Welcome back to #MacroSW Sheila!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: @socialworkcomm Specially, when working with children, environment is extremely important. I make my practice space r

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @socialworkcomm: @kelliedeluca You are so right on this...the more people who understand trauma and how to respond the better. Schor

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: @kelliedeluca You are so right on this...the more people who understand trauma and how to respond the better. Schor

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
We have to consider historical trauma & current power/oppression/privilege in a Trauma Informed Care approach. Slavery is a form of trauma. Internment of Japanese-Americans. Native Americans being stripped of their culture in Christian Boarding Schools.Many more examples #ma

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
RT @socialworkcomm: @ShimonDCohen Absolutely on the historical trauma comment. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: We have to consider historical trauma & current power/oppression/privilege in a Trauma Informed Care approach. Slav is...

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
RT @ShimonDCohen: We have to consider historical trauma & current power/oppression/privilege in a Trauma Informed Care approach. Slav is...

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
RT @annwilder: A3: For me, the mind blowing shift is how you ask what happened versus what's wrong- it becomes a real springboard for bui

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
RT @ShimonDCohen: We have to consider historical trauma & current power/oppression/privilege in a Trauma Informed Care approach. Slav is...

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
RT @annwilder: A3: For me, the mind blowing shift is how you ask what happened versus what's wrong- it becomes a real springboard for bui

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: A3: For me, the mind blowing shift is how you ask what happened versus what's wrong- it becomes a real springboard for bui

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: We have to consider historical trauma & current power/oppression/privilege in a Trauma Informed Care approach. Slav is...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/S943N4eNC9
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MarshAlesia: @socialworkcomm Specially, when working with children, environment is extremely important. I make my practice space reflec…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MyHarmReduction: A3 #MacroSW https://t.co/5r4vhSJ1J

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: @socialworkcomm Specially, when working with children, environment is extremely important. I make my practice space reflec…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: @kelliedeluca You are so right on this...the more people who understand trauma and how to respond the better. Scho…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/hbH0jnGRmZ

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/X7pEnUNLxk

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Q4 Coming up in about one minute… hint, think about policy! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: We have to consider historical trauma & current power/oppression/privilege in a Trauma Informed Care approach. Slav is…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/hbH0jnGRmZ

Karen ❤️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: We have to consider historical trauma & current power/oppression/privilege in a Trauma Informed Care approach. Slav is…

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@UBSSW I ❤️ this b/c even before the moment a human being enters the building they need to feel safe #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
@ShimonDCohen @OfficialMacroSW Historical and intergenerational trauma as well. macrosw

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
@UBittic @OfficialMacroSW Absolutely! #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Q4: What policies could be improved with the implementation of trauma informed care? #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @ShimonDCohen: We have to consider historical trauma & current power/oppression/privilege in a Trauma Informed Care approach. Slav is…

Karen ❤️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: @UBSSW I ❤️ this b/c even before the moment a human being enters the building they need to feel safe #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: @ShimonDCohen @OfficialMacroSW Historical and intergenerational trauma as well. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Q4: What policies could be improved with the implementation of trauma informed care? #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@socialworkcomm A4: I think policies are needed to foster the implementation of #traumainformedcare. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Q4 Coming up in about one minute… hint, think about policy! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Q4: What policies could be improved with the implementation of trauma informed care? #MacroSW

KPD @kelliedeluca
More social workers in schools! Better funding for schools and smaller class sizes! #MacroSW

LAyler @lbumsw
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What’s wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how I…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kelliedeluca: More social workers in schools! Better funding for schools and smaller class sizes! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @socialworkcomm A4: I think policies are needed to foster the implementation of #traumainformedcare. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/L74qr2EXcT

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Q4: What policies could be improved with the implementation of trauma informed care? #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: Q4: What policies could be improved with the implementation of trauma informed care? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: @ShimonDCohen @OfficialMacroSW Historical and intergenerational trauma as well. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: @ShimonDCohen @OfficialMacroSW Historical and intergenerational trauma as well. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: @UBSSW I ♥ this b/c even before the moment a human being enters the building they need to feel safe #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
A4 Here's one example of infusing TIC into program design: https://t.co/sQaUJGK1xz #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A4 School discipline policy, prison procedures (can one insist on mutual respect?), funding for trauma-informed programs that show results! Make part of every SocialWork course on interventions, at least. #MacroSW

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW A4 The schools would be a prime place to invest!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/L74qr2EXcT

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A4 Here's one example of infusing TIC into program design: https://t.co/sQaUJGK1xz #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A4 Here's one example of infusing TIC into program design: https://t.co/sQaUJGK1xz #macrosw

SaintA @SaintAorg
A4: In 2013 (with a @GrMKEFdn grant), we launched a groundbreaking, 3-year, process-driven, longitudinal research project to improve child welfare outcomes and mental health with trauma informed care! #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg
A4.b: The treatment group had a decrease in trauma symptoms! 2x as many kids in the treatment group found permanency! Stability also improved with 13% fewer placement changes and 28% fewer transitions! #MacroSW https://t.co/OSu0Or0Xey

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: A4 School discipline policy, prison procedures (can one insist on mutual respect?), funding for trauma-informed programs that:

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
A4: well, for one... entire approach to incarceration/crime would shift to understanding versus punishment. Of course depends on the crime, but would have a major impact on so many levels #macrosw https://t.co/qaCdVHXtq2

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SaintAorg: A4: In 2013 (with a @GrMKEFdn grant), we launched a groundbreaking, 3-year, process-driven, longitudinal research project to:

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
RT @UBSSW: A4 School discipline policy, prison procedures (can one insist on mutual respect?), funding for trauma-informed programs that

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @kelliedeluca: More social workers in schools! Better funding for schools and smaller class sizes! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: A4: well, for one… entire approach to incarceration/crime would shift to understanding versus punishment. Of course d

Lizbeth Rivas @LizbethMSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: We have to consider historical trauma & current power/oppression/privilege in a Trauma Informed Care approach. Slav is…

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
A4: 40 bills in 18 states as of last year all wanting TIC added to state legislation! 25 bills in federal legislation since 2015! But only 2 have beer passed into law… #macrows

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A4: The latest nursing home regulations recognize the need for #traumainformedcare in long term care, but they keep the definition very nar Do you want some description in the form of a table or diagram?
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@nancy_kusmaul How is it narrowed? #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @socialworkcomm: @SaintAorg It's been amazing to see the change in how we staff cases and families, incorporating trauma informed c

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: @SaintAorg It's been amazing to see the change in how we staff cases and families, incorporating trauma informed c

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kelliedeluca: I find schools/counties want trauma-informed care in schools, but there is no funding to actually provide it #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MyHarmReduction: A4: Dismantle the carceral state. People who are criminalized are disproportionately those who have been traumañized

ITTIC @UBittic
A4: Policies could have a TIC provision, such as the Opioid Response Act of 2018 which includes TIC provisions. https://t.co/1LdVOInRmR #macrowsw

Celebrate Shi @CelebrateShi
@socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW A4: policies concerning criminal justice system, health care system, and foster care system #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @annwilder: @kelliedeluca @OfficialMacroSW It's in our Code- Value: Dignity & Worth of the Person 🧡#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: A4: a policy to just treat others a bit nicer? 🧡#macrowsw #jokingnotjoking https://t.co/qaCdVHXtq2

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A4: Policies could have a TIC provision, such as the Opioid Response Act of 2018 which includes TIC provisions. https://t.co/1...

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Get ready for our next to last question, Question No. 5 in one minute #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW A4: policies concerning criminal justice system, health care system, and foster car sys...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: @kelliedeluca @OfficialMacroSW It's in our Code- Value: Dignity & Worth of the Person 🧡#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A4: Policies could have a TIC provision, such as the Opioid Response Act of 2018 which includes TIC provisions. https://t.co/1...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A4: Policies could have a TIC provision, such as the Opioid Response Act of 2018 which includes TIC provisions. https://t.co/1...
@OfficialMacroSW RT @socialworkcomm: Get ready for our next to last question, Question No. 5 in one minute #MacroSW

@socialworkcomm Q5: How can you advocate for the need for trauma informed care in your community? #MacroSW

@OfficialMacroSW RT @kelliedeluca: More social workers in schools! Better funding for schools and smaller class sizes! #MacroSW

@UBSSW RT @socialworkcomm: Q5: How can you advocate for the need for trauma informed care in your community? #MacroSW

@OfficialMacroSW RT @socialworkcomm: Q5: How can you advocate for the need for trauma informed care in your community?

@SaintAorg A4.b: The treatment group had a decrease in trauma symptoms! 2x as many kids in the treatment group found permanency!

@socialworkcomm @SaintAorg It's been amazing to see the change in how we staff cases and families, incorporating trauma informed care.

@jaxjih23 RT @socialworkcomm: Q1: How do you define trauma informed care? #MacroSW

@SaintAorg RT @socialworkcomm: Q5: How can you advocate for the need for trauma informed care in your community?

@karenzgoda A4: I would love to see academic policies at universities implement trauma-informed practices, especially schools of social work. #MacroSW https://t.co/9cjry0afHZ

@karenzgoda RT @socialworkcomm: A4 Here’s one example of infusing TIC into program design: https://t.co/sQaUJGK1xz #macrosw

@karenzgoda RT @SaintAorg: A4: In 2013 (with a @GrMKEFdn grant), we launched a groundbreaking, 3-year, process-driven, longitudinal research project to…

@UBSSW A5 Advertise this! #MacroSW RT @SaintAorg: A4.b: The treatment group had a decrease in trauma symptoms! 2x as many kids in the treatment group found permanency! Stability also improved with 13% fewer placement changes and 28% fewer transitions! #MacroSW https://t.co/cJMmlWLVkD

@SaintAorg A5: Fortunately for our local community, @GlobalMilwaukee of the @JournalSentinel wrote a series on the epidemic of childhood trauma that haunts Milwaukee. Which caught @Oprah’s eye to do a segment on @60Minutes! #MacroSW https://t.co/ABKBX4EQAJ

@karenzgoda RT @SaintAorg: A4.b: The treatment group had a decrease in trauma symptoms! 2x as many kids in the treatment group found permanency!

@SaintAorg A5.b: Continued discussions around childhood trauma on social media (like this one!) and through other forms of communication will help to continue to spread the trauma-informed movement in more communities! #MacroSW
Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW A5 Each one teach one!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: A5: Fortunately for our local community, @GlobalMilwaukee of the @JournalSentinel wrote a series on the epidemic of child...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: A5.b: Continued discussions around childhood trauma on social media (like this one!) and through other forms of communica...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A5 Each one teach one!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: A4: well, for one... entire approach to incarceration/crime would shift to understanding versus punishment. Of course d...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A4: I would love to see academic policies at universities implement trauma-informed practices, especially schools of social.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MCBaker67: A4: 40 bills in 18 states as of last year all wanting TIC added to state legislation! 25 bills in federal legislation since... #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Q5: How can you advocate for the need for trauma informed care in your community? #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: @SaintAorg It's been amazing to see the change in how we staff cases and families, incorporating trauma informed c...

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
A5 Continue to share the message with legislators, educators, etc. We've had a lot of success in this area in Wisconsin, so much so that this r...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kelliedeluca: I find schools/counties want trauma-informed care in schools, but there is no funding to actually provide it #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MyHarmReduction: A4: Dismantle the carceral state. People who are criminalized are disproportionately those who have been traumatized...

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
But really... social worker burnout + lack of funding + large caseloads often can = negative treatment of clients... policy based on TIC would ad...

KPD @kelliedeluca
One way that I was able to promote trauma-informed care in my community this past semester was by offering a Grandparent Parenting Supp...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A5 Continue to share the message with legislators, educators, etc. We've had a lot of success in this area in Wisconsin...

ITTIC @UBittic
A5: Creating & tailoring an elevator speech regarding TIC and being prepared to engage change makers in TIC conversation. Dr. Nadine Burk
Harris offers great speech prep material. https://t.co/95bvrNPKhA #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@MyHarmReduction Add in the current bail systems that folks can’t afford and the situation needs real change! #MacroSW

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
A5: civic engagement. Cause marketing to Raise awareness. Involving families who have experienced trauma to work together to lower the st #macrosw

SaintA @SaintAorg
@UBSSW We love promoting the statistics around the power of #TraumaInformedCare! ❤️ #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: @kelliedeluca @OfficialMacroSW It’s in our Code- Value: Dignity & Worth of the Person 👑#MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A4: Policies could have a TIC provision, such as the Opioid Response Act of 2018 which includes TIC provisions. https://t.co/1…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Q5: How can you advocate for the need for trauma informed care in your community? #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg
@karenzgoda Thank you, Karen! ❤️ #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: A5: Fortunately for our local community, @GlobalMilwaukee of the @JournalSentinel wrote a series on the epidemic of child?

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
A5 This is a topic that is great for both data people and those who need personal stories to feel moved. That combination can have a profoun #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: A5.b: Continued discussions around childhood trauma on social media (like this one!) and through other forms of communica

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: A5 Continue to share the message with legislators, educators, etc. We've had a lot of success in this area in Wisconsin

Sheila Vakharia PhD @MyHarmReduction
A5- Legalize marijuana and decriminalize all other drugs. Keep laws off traumatized people who may engage in self-medication. #MacroSW https://t.co/e2q31zAsY4

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: But really... social worker burnout + lack of funding + large caseloads often can = negative treatment of clients... poli...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kelliedeluca: One way that I was able to promote trauma-informed care in my community this past semester was by offering a Grandpar

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A5: Creating & tailoring an elevator speech regarding TIC and being prepared to engage change makers in TIC conversation. Dr

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MCBaker67: A5: civic engagement. Cause marketing to Raise awareness. Involving families who have experienced trauma to work toge

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: A5 Continue to share the message with legislators, educators, etc. We've had a lot of success in this area in Wisconsin

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: A5 This is a topic that is great for both data people and those who need personal stories to feel moved. That combinat

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm Well done! MacroSW https://t.co/F6ouEQj0Sr

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: A5 This is a topic that is great for both data people and those who need personal stories to feel moved. That combinat

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MyHarmReduction: A5- Legalize marijuana and decriminalize all other drugs. Keep laws off traumatized people who may engage in self-medi...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: A5 This is a topic that is great for both data people and those who need personal stories to feel moved. That combinat

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kelliedeluca: One way that I was able to promote trauma-informed care in my community this past semester was by offering a Grandpan

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: But really... social worker burnout + lack of funding + large caseloads often can = negative treatment of clients... poli...

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
A5: I'm not sure I have a good answer, sometimes talking about what happened is a real downer- it's worse if we don't acknowledge the impact of trauma though, people become even more oppressed. It's a sad and vicious cycle, esp in areas w/ high poverty @OfficialMacroSW MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A5: Creating & tailoring an elevator speech regarding TIC and being prepared to engage change makers in TIC conversation. Dr

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: MyHarmReduction Add in the current bail systems that folks can't afford and the situation needs real change! MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MCBaker67: A5: civic engagement. Cause marketing to Raise awareness. Involving families who have experienced trauma to work toge to...

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@kelliedeluca Well done! Grandparents raising grand kids has become so much more common and the shared experience of a group can ha such a positive impact. MacroSW

Celebrate Shi @CelebrateShi
@socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW A5: always making sure it is a part of the conversation, challenge organization and agencies to look at policies and procedures to incorporate TIC. #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A5 Continue to share the message with legislators, educators, etc. We've had a lot of success in this area in Wisconsin.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A5 This is a topic that is great for both data people and those who need personal stories to feel moved. That combination is powerful.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A5 This is a topic that is great for both data people and those who need personal stories to feel moved. That combination is powerful.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: @kelliedeluca Well done! Grandparents raising grand kids has become so much more common and the shared experience of a...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SaintAorg: A5: Fortunately for our local community, @GlobalMilwaukee of the @JournalSentinel wrote a series on the epidemic of childhood trauma.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW A5: always making sure it is a part of the conversation, challenge organization and agencies...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SaintAorg: A5.b: Continued discussions around childhood trauma on social media (like this one!) and through other forms of communication.

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Our last question is coming up in 30 seconds #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/fYanjftUgr

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW A5: always making sure it is a part of the conversation, challenge organization and agencies...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Our last question is coming up in 30 seconds #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: A5: I'm not sure I have a good answer, sometimes talking about what happened is a real downer- it's worse if we don't acknowledge it.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW A5: always making sure it is a part of the conversation, challenge organization and agencies...

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
RT @UBittic: A5: Creating & tailoring an elevator speech regarding TIC and being prepared to engage change makers in TIC conversation. Dr
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/fYanjftUgr

SaintA @SaintAorg
@annwilder @OfficialMacroSW We need to have the courage to have uncomfortable conversations to help people heal from trauma and show support. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: @annwilder @OfficialMacroSW We need to have the courage to have uncomfortable conversations to help people heal from trauma…

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Q6: What's a success stories you have seen or heard through using Trauma Informed Care? #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: A5: I’m not sure I have a good answer, sometimes talking about what happened is a real downer- it’s worse if we don’t acknowled…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Q6: What's a success stories you have seen or heard through using Trauma Informed Care? #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: @kelliedeluca Well done! Grandparents raising grand kids has become so much more common and the shared experi…

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
A5: Incorporate more in my teaching, get more training, encourage implementation across curriculum, discuss on @DoinTheWorkPod #macroSW https://t.co/lqDvdFJYUi

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CelebrateShi: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW A5: always making sure it is a part of the conversation, challenge organization anc…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SaintAorg: @annwilder @OfficialMacroSW We need to have the courage to have uncomfortable conversations to help people heal from trauma…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Q6: What's a success stories you have seen or heard through using Trauma Informed Care? #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/LtqeOOKBnk

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: Q6: What's a success stories you have seen or heard through using Trauma Informed Care? #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: A5: Incorporate more in my teaching, get more training, encourage implementation across curriculum, discuss on @DoinTheWo…
SaintA @SaintAorg
A6: We did a series featuring our SaintA staff, explaining what our Seven Essential Ingredients (of Trauma Informed Care) means for them and their clients. The series is filled with success stories! #MacroSW https://t.co/JX7JC0uhJV

Tim Grove @TGSaintARC
@OfficialMacroSW A5: Create and promote equity, advocate for an end to the misuse of power #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A6 Example of carceral nation impact: RT @Prison_Health: Number of moms in U.S. prisons on the rise, but each time that happens ‘you incarcerate the whole family.’ Chicago woman says of experience https://t.co/1ZQeRHnA2 MT @MorGreene #MacroSW https://t.co/4X2tPoT

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW A6 People who have “beat the odds” in spite of having ACE scores of 4 or higher. There is much to be said about resiliency.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: A6: We did a series featuring our SaintA staff, explaining what our Seven Essential Ingredients (of Trauma Informed Care) means for them and their clients. The series is filled with success stories! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A6 People who have “beat the odds” in spite of having ACE scores of 4 or higher. There is much to be said about resiliency.

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
A6 We have a foster parent who put a photo of a brain on her fridge to help remind her that the behaviors she sees have to do with the child’s being wired differently due to his trauma exposure. When caregivers get it, the positive outcomes are amazing to watch #MacroSW

Gayle Klein, MD @docwiththedj
RT @MyHarmReduction: A5- Legalize marijuana and decriminalize all other drugs. Keep laws off traumatized people who may engage in self-medi…

Sheila Vakharia PhD @MyHarmReduction
A6- People feel safe and move towards self-determined goals at their own pace and when they are ready. #harmreduction #MacroSW https://t.co/hmmgG6YpUQ

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A6 We have a foster parent who put a photo of a brain on her fridge to help remind her that the behaviors she sees ha

ITTIC @UBittic
A6: The formation of the Champion team created to reach agencies across the 8 counties of WNY and spread TIC to each. https://t.co/HiXH3- #macosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MyHarmReduction: A6- People feel safe and move towards self-determined goals at their own pace and when they are ready. #harmreduction…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A6: The formation of the Champion team created to reach agencies across the 8 counties of WNY and spread TIC to each. https
ITTC @UBittic
A6: Through the Champion Team 1st cohort: the creation of a county resolution advocating for recognition on the importance of TIC.
https://t.co/HrXH3dIBat #macrosw

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@ShimonDCohen @DoinTheWorkPod YES!! #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT@TGSSaintARC: @OfficialMacroSW
A5: Create and promote equity, advocate for an end to the misuse of power
#macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A6 One of our students said this about the @UBSSW #Traumainformed and #HumanRights - based curriculum: https://t.co/Zhp0hheRP8 "[Th perspective has taught me to begin to critically examine my everyday language," (cont.)
#MacroSW 1/2

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: A6 We have a foster parent who put a photo of a brain on her fridge to help remind her that the behaviors she sees ha

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A6 ...which before was so societally engrained, and to modify it so it supports the innate humanity and individuality of the person." Elizabeth H MSW alumna.
#MacroSW 2/2
https://t.co/6fZEpjaZGE

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A6 We have a foster parent who put a photo of a brain on her fridge to help remind her that the behaviors she sees ha

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: A6: We did a series featuring our SaintA staff, explaining what our Seven Essential Ingredients (of Trauma Informed Care) m

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SaintAorg: A6: We did a series featuring our SaintA staff, explaining what our Seven Essential Ingredients (of Trauma Informed Care) m

Yazmine @yazminegray
RT @SaintAorg: A4.b: The treatment group had a decrease in trauma symptoms! 2x as many kids in the treatment group found permanency!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A6 People who have "beat the odds" in spite of having ACE scores of 4 or higher. There is much to be said ai

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: A6 We have a foster parent who put a photo of a brain on her fridge to help remind her that the behaviors she sees ha

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
RT @SaintAorg: A6: We did a series featuring our SaintA staff, explaining what our Seven Essential Ingredients (of Trauma Informed Care) m

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
@MCBaker67 Wow! Did not know this... ty for sharing :) 
#MacroSW

KPD @kelliedeluca
Success when using trauma-informed care can be seen when a person's story is not about the trauma but about moving forward from it
#mac
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TGSaintARC: @OfficialMacroSW A5: Create and promote equity, advocate for an end to the misuse of power #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@socialworkcomm Such a wonderful idea! #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
A6 The GMF grant @SaintAorg referenced is a great example of how changing the way we talk and interact can impact outcomes for children families profoundly. #macrosw

Melanie Baker, MS, MSW @MCBaker67
A5: I am a product of TIC as an injured veteran who now has finished a second masters and is working to finish my doctorate in social work. #USCMSW #MacroSW #TICworks https://t.co/SwZTcR0qNf

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MyHarmReduction: A6- People feel safe and move towards self-determined goals at their own pace and when they are ready. #harmreduction…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kelliedeluca: Success when using trauma-informed care can be seen when a person's story is not about the trauma but about moving fo

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A6: The formation of the Champion team created to reach agencies across the 8 counties of WNY and spread TIC to each. https

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A6: Through the Champion Team 1st cohort: the creation of a county resolution advocating for recognition on the importance of.

Tim Grove @TGSaintARC
@socialworkcomm A6: Alisha (60 minutes video) tells a story about a cop who was TI during a tough time in her life. Her compassionate resp created a powerful 10 year memory. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/Zl4eHFYc0H

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A6 The GMF grant @SaintAorg referenced is a great example of how changing the way we talk and interact can impa outco…

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: A6 The GMF grant @SaintAorg referenced is a great example of how changing the way we talk and interact can impa outco…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MCBaker67: A5: I am a product of TIC as an injured veteran who now has finished a second masters and is working to finish my doctors

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A6 The GMF grant @SaintAorg referenced is a great example of how changing the way we talk and interact can impa outco…
Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
@UBSSW So powerful! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@MCBaker67 Now that's success - Brava! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm A6: Alisha (60 minutes video) tells a story about a cop who was TI during a tough time in her life. Her co...

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Since schools have been mentioned several times, here is a great curriculum available specifically for school: https://t.co/hntJhz7S1t #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/ZI4eHFYc0H

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: A6 One of our students said this about the @UBSSW #Traumainformed and #HumanRights - based curriculum: https://t.co/Zhp0hheRP...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: A6 ...which before was so societally engrained, and to modify it so it supports the innate humanity and individuality of the pe...

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm A6: Alisha (60 minutes video) tells a story about a cop who was TI during a tough time in her life. Her co...

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm A6: Alisha (60 minutes video) tells a story about a cop who was TI during a tough time in her life. Her co...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm A6: Alisha (60 minutes video) tells a story about a cop who was TI during a tough time in her life. Her co...

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm A6: Alisha (60 minutes video) tells a story about a cop who was TI during a tough time in her life. Her co...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Since schools have been mentioned several times, here is a great curriculum available specifically for school: https://...

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
A6: seeing many of our students graduate, knowing what they've been through & also not knowing what so many have been through #macrosw

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
RT @MCBaker67: A5: I am a product of TIC as an injured veteran who now has finished a second masters and is working to finish my doctors...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Since schools have been mentioned several times, here is a great curriculum available specifically for school: https://...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kelliedeluca: Success when using trauma-informed care can be seen when a person's story is not about the trauma but about moving fo...

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @MCBaker67: A5: I am a product of TIC as an injured veteran who now has finished a second masters and is working to finish my doctors...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: A6 The GMF grant @SaintAorg referenced is a great example of how changing the way we talk and interact can impact outcomes.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MCBaker67: A5: I am a product of TIC as an injured veteran who now has finished a second masters and is working to finish my doctorate.

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@socialworkcomm Q6: success stories I've seen are from both inside a CAC as an intern and outside as a school social worker is that if TIC utilized correctly children can heal and thrive #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Thank you for joining us tonight for this important! Special thanks to @TGSaintARC for trying out his first twitter experience! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm A6: Alisha (60 minutes video) tells a story about a cop who was TIC during a tough time in her life. Her story is moving and powerful.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Since schools have been mentioned several times, here is a great curriculum available specifically for school: https://.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: A6: seeing many of our students graduate, knowing what they've been through & also not knowing what so many have thr…

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A6: I've seen really positive outcomes using reminiscence with older adults. It goes back to the “what happened” approach and supports strengthening resilience through story telling, both good & bad, in ways that are integrative. #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: @socialworkcomm Q6: success stories I've seen are from both inside a CAC as an intern and outside as a school social worker…

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Stay strong social workers! We got this! https://t.co/KiXLqb7Itw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Since schools have been mentioned several times, here is a great curriculum available specifically for school: https://.

Alan @TerminateWeight
RT @socialworkcomm: Since schools have been mentioned several times, here is a great curriculum available specifically for school: https://.

Tim Grove @TGSaintARC
@socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Thanks to all for a great conversation - let's keep the momentum going. “Hope is a good thing, maybe best of things. And no good thing ever dies” #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: @socialworkcomm Q6: success stories I've seen are from both inside a CAC as an intern and outside as a school social worker…
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Thank you for joining us tonight for this important! Special thanks to @TGSaintARC for trying out his first twitter exp…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Thank you to everyone that participated tonight! Be sure to join us next week, 5/24, which we will discuss the HBO special, "The Tale," which explores sexual abuse, exploitation, and memory. @karenzgoda will be hosting the chat. #MacroSW

SaintA @SaintAorg
Thank you to the #MacroSW community for having such a great conversation on #TraumaInformed Care tonight! Conversations like this are needed to spread awareness and create the change we wish to see in the world! ❤️

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Thanks to all for a great conversation - let's keep the momentum going. "Hope is a t…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: A6: I've seen really positive outcomes using reminiscence with older adults. It goes back to the “what happened” approach ar

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @socialworkcomm: Thank you for joining us tonight for this important! Special thanks to @TGSaintARC for trying out his first twitter exp…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Such an inspiring chat! With concrete steps to make the world a better place. The power of being #TraumaInformed! Thanks to Tim, Rachel a Vilissa for making this #macroSW chat happen tonight! @TGSaintARC @SaintAorg @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW @VilissaThompson

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaintAorg: Thank you to the #MacroSW community for having such a great conversation on #TraumaInformed Care tonight! Conversati like…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thank you to everyone that participated tonight! Be sure to join us next week, 5/24, which we will discuss the HBO s..

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Thanks to all for a great conversation - let's keep the momentum going. "Hope is a t…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A warm thanks to our host, @socialworkcomm & guest @TGSaintARC & @SaintAorg! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Such an inspiring chat! With concrete steps to make the world a better place. The power of being #TraumaInformed! Thanks to …

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Thank you for joining us tonight for this important! Special thanks to @TGSaintARC for trying out his first twitter exp…

SaintA @SaintAorg
@socialworkcomm @TGSaintARC Tim did a great job with his first Twitter experience! Can't wait to see more tweets from him! #MacroSW

Karen ✨ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: Thank you for joining us tonight for this important! Special thanks to @TGSaintARC for trying out his first twitter experience! #MacroSW #MacroSW

Karen ✨ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: A6: I've seen really positive outcomes using reminiscence with older adults. It goes back to the “what happened” approach and helps people feel connected.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Thanks to all for a great conversation - let's keep the momentum going. “Hope is a good thing”

Doin' The Work Podcast @DoinTheWorkPod
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @ShimonDCohen @DoinTheWorkPod Hi Shimon! Another great episode of @DoinTheWorkPod this week! #macrosw

Karen ✨ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW Stay strong social workers! We got this! https://t.co/KiXLqb7itw

Karen ✨ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW Stay strong social workers! We got this! #macrosw

Karen ✨ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm @OfficialMacroSW Thanks to all for a great conversation - let's keep the momentum going. “Hope is a good thing”

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @SaintAorg: A6: We did a series featuring our SaintA staff, explaining what our Seven Essential Ingredients (of Trauma Informed Care) mean.

Karen ✨ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: Thank you to the #MacroSW community for having such a great conversation on #TraumaInformed Care tonight! Conversations like these are important.

Karen ✨ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: Thank you to the #MacroSW community for having such a great conversation on #TraumaInformed Care tonight! Conversations like these are important.

Karen ✨ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaintAorg: Thank you to everyone that participated tonight! Be sure to join us next week, 5/24, which we will discuss the HBO series.

Lizbeth Rivas @LizbethMSW
Thank you so much for this informative and important twitter chat on trauma informed care. #sw203c #MacroSW

Karen ✨ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TGSaintARC: @socialworkcomm @TGSaintARC Tim did a great job with his first Twitter experience! Can't wait to see more tweets from him! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/D9zYcSSYxU

Karen ✨ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thank you to everyone that participated tonight! Be sure to join us next week, 5/24, which we will discuss the HBO series.

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW Stay strong social workers! We got this! https://t.co/KiXLqb7itw

Karen ✨ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @LizbethMSW: Thank you so much for this informative and important twitter chat on trauma informed care. #sw203c #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @LizbethMSW: Thank you so much for this informative and important twitter chat on trauma informed care. #sw203c #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/LkjzmOGx

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SaintAorg: @socialworkcomm @TGSaintARC Tim did a great job with his first Twitter experience! Can't wait to see more tweets from him!

SaintA @SaintAorg
If you haven't yet, you should read @TGSaintARC's article on where we go from here - the next steps on what we can do to move things forward with #TraumaInformed Care! #MacroSW https://t.co/fxBHSpfPub

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
@OfficialMacroSW @socialworkcomm @TGSaintARC @SaintAorg Thank you all for an amazing chat! Truly inspiring! #macrow

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
Empowering one another! I feel lifted on Thurs nights 🕊️ #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW https://t.co/ZtmipJfL66

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @UBSSW: Such an inspiring chat! With concrete steps to make the world a better place. The power of being #TraumaInformed! Thanks Tim!! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Thank you everyone - see you next week! #MacroSW https://t.co/RIdEa9j6y9

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A warm thanks to our host, @socialworkcomm & guest @TGSaintARC & @SaintAorg! #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@LizbethMSW So glad you found it helpful!! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Thank you everyone - see you next week! #MacroSW https://t.co/GbF33q5TnM

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#Mood #MacroSW https://t.co/gkCSdI0QR

SaintA @SaintAorg
RT @ShimonDCohen: @OfficialMacroSW @socialworkcomm @TGSaintARC @SaintAorg Thank you all for an amazing chat! Truly inspiring! #macrow

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: Empowering one another! I feel lifted on Thurs nights 🕊️ #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW https://t.co/ZtmipJL66

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: @OfficialMacroSW @socialworkcomm @TGSaintARC @SaintAorg Thank you all for an amazing chat! Truly inspiring! #macrow
Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@ShimonDCohen @OfficialMacroSW @TGSaintARC @SaintAorg Thank you so much for joining us! #MacroSW

RT @SaintAorg: If you haven’t yet, you should read @TGSaintARC’s article on where we go from here - the next steps on what we can do to i

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: Empowering one another! I feel lifted on Thurs nights 😊#MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW https://t.co/ZtmlpJfL66

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: @OfficialMacroSW @socialworkcomm @TGSaintARC @SaintAorg Thank you all for an amazing chat! Truly inspiring! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: @OfficialMacroSW @socialworkcomm @TGSaintARC @SaintAorg Thank you all for an amazing chat! Truly inspiring! #macrosw

Latia Presley @presley_latia
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What’s wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how I…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @UBSSW: Such an inspiring chat! With concrete steps to make the world a better place. The power of being #TraumaInformed! Thanks ti …

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@UBSSW @TGSaintARC @SaintAorg @OfficialMacroSW @VilissaThompson Such an honor to be part of #macrosw This group inspires me

Doin’ The Work Podcast @DoinTheWorkPod
#macroSW https://t.co/WND4IAcqSJ

SB @Avant6arde
RT @UBSSW: A4 School discipline policy, prison procedures (can one insist on mutual respect?), funding for trauma-informed programs that:

C.O.P.I.N.G. @theyarecoping
RT @socialworkcomm: Who watched the 60 minute clip? #MacroSW https://t.co/YSsyh1eT1R

C.O.P.I.N.G. @theyarecoping
RT @SaintAorg: A5: Fortunately for our local community, @GlobalMilwaukee of the @JournalSentinel wrote a series on the epidemic of child:

C.O.P.I.N.G. @theyarecoping
RT @SaintAorg: A5.b: Continued discussions around childhood trauma on social media (like this one!) and through other forms of communica

C.O.P.I.N.G. @theyarecoping
RT @SaintAorg: A4: In 2013 (with a @GrMKEFdn grant), we launched a groundbreaking, 3-year, process-driven, longitudinal research projec

C.O.P.I.N.G. @theyarecoping
RT @SaintAorg: A4.b: The treatment group had a decrease in trauma symptoms! 2x as many kids in the treatment group found permanency!
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